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Comments on AO Connect Walks Resurgence Topic 
 
The Solutions and Actions that have been recommended are good ones and can lead to 
success in repopulating event fields for Walks events in Ontario meets. Some of these 
same efforts have been used successfully in the BC experience. 
 
Here are some additional things to consider in your strategy to bring Walks back to a high 
level of performance and participation. 
 

1. Be patient – this process takes a long time. We started our project in 2001 when 
the event populations were low at all levels. It took about 5 years for the event 
populations to start to rise. We are now at the point where the populations of 
Walks events rival middle distance events at some club events. 

2. Break the Rules – the athletes enjoy competing much more in high population 
events over being the only person on the track. Mix age groups, mix sexes, mix 
distances. For example, mixed 400m and 800m events can be run at the same 
time. Mix the 1500m races, run mixed 3000m and 5000m and 10000m even 
events at the same time. Meet organisers love that the imposition on track time is 
minimised, officials don’t need to stand around for as long and the athletes and 
spectators get to see a more interesting competition. 

3. Play well with others – there is currently an ad hoc group that is looking at 
national strategies to encourage Walks events in all provinces. The group is made 
up of 3 AC directors and myself, all of whom have a lifetime of experience with 
the event. The group is looking at education sessions at major events, speaking 
tours with elite athletes, a National Walks group, and more. AO would be 
welcome to be represented and to provide input into programs and targeting. 

4. Get Walks events included in the CIS track program. Right now there is only 
1 university in Canada that offers Walks as part of its track program. Having 
Walks in the University program gives a high school athlete an improved 
opportunity to make the difficult transition to the Senior level. Both the branches 
and the Ad Hoc Committee will need to work together on this. 

5. Have the Walks put back into the Canada Games Athletics program. There 
are almost no ‘espoir’ level competitions where Junior walkers making the 
transition to Senior can get reasonable competition opportunities. Canada Games 
offers that alternative. Both the branches and the Ad Hoc Committee will need to 
work together on this. 

6. Think differently – youngsters love relay events, create a walks relay event. One 
of our most highly rated workouts is a 3 person 5000m relay where each person 
walks 200m at a time until the full 5000m is covered. A group of good 15 year 
olds can walk about as fast as an accomplished Senior level walker. They love to 
see how fast they will become. 
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